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Modeling a highly dynamic environment
B. P. Hayden,R. D. Dueser,J. T. Callahan,and H. H. Shugart
in rapidlychangonservation

rather than late seral or climax
stages."The VirginiaCoast Reserve's
System-statechanges
history of disturbance and systemstate changes further increases the
may become the most
managementproblems.Knowledgeof
importantdynamicfor succession, disturbance,and systemstate changesis essential.
resourcemanagers
The Virginia Coast Reserve'sextreme rate of landscapechange is a
compellingattributefor research.In
and system-state change. Ecologist H. North America,only the Chandeleur
C. Cowles (1899) defined succession Islands fronting the east face of the
as a "variable approaching a vari- Mississippi Delta have a more dyable"-a process with direction and namic barrierisland coastline(Dolan
speed following a target that is always et al. 1983). The seawardmarginof
on the move. At the reserve, a wide the Virginia Coast Reserve's coast
range of marine and terrestrialsucces- 18,000 yearsago was 100 km east of
sional sequences are clearly evident its currentposition, and the terrestrial
and are confirmed in the historical landscapewas part of the borealforphotographic record. It is not clear est biome of the time (Bonan and
that terminal seral stages are ever Hayden 1990, 1991, Emery et al.
reached, because the frequency of dis- 1967). Were the sea level to rise at a
turbance is high and succession is rate consistent with global climate
often set back to earlier seral stages or models chargedwith a doubled level
diverted along alternate successional of carbon dioxide, these islands
would be' quickly eroded and dissequences.
In addition to succession and dis- placed toward the mainland of the
turbance, fundamental transitions of DelmarvaPeninsula.
These landscapesof rapid change
system states have been documented.
For example, on the reserve during are ideal for the study of landscape
this century, terrestrial forests and dynamics and ecosystem processes.
farmland have changed to salt marsh; The shoreline of the Hog Island reB. P. Haydenis a professorand H. H. maritime forests to grasslands; and searchsite on the VirginiaCoast ReShugartis a professorand department clear-water lagoons with seagrass serveis erodingat morethan5 m/year
of Environmentalmeadows to mud-bottomed, turbid- along its southernend and accreting
chairin theDepartment
Sciences,Universityof Virginia,Char- water lagoons.
at morethan5 m/yearalongits northlottesville,VA 22903. R. D. Dueseris a
A fundamental management ques- ern end. Since 1852, 16% of the total
professorand departmenthead in the tion is: What is to be protected, reserve marshes have been lost to
Departmentof Fisheriesand Wildlife, saved, or conserved? Odum (1959)
risingsea level, and the marshon the
UtahStateUniversity,
Logan,UT84322.
a
"It
is
amazdilemma:
rather
lagoon side of Hog Island, in areas
J. T. Callahanis associateprogramdirec- posed
in
a
that are not replenished by sands
that,
instances,
many
National
great
ing
tor forecosystemstudiesat the
ScienceFoundation,Washington,DC organisms which man most desires to washed across the island from the
20550.
perpetuate are members of early seral ocean beaches,has eroded0.3 m/year
-

ing ecosystems is especially
difficult, and successful conservation requiresknowledge of the
dynamics of the systems (Odum
1959). Amongthe biospherereserves,
the VirginiaCoast Reserve-a barrier
island and lagoon system on the
coastalplain of the trailingmarginof
the North American Plate (Figure
1)-has one of the most rapidratesof
environmental change. The landscapesthereare highlydynamic;each
year winds, waves, storm surges,and
tides return landscapes recently inhabited by man to a more pristine
state.
Likeseveralother reserves,the Virginia Coast Reserve has been designated a biospherereserveby the US
Man and the Biosphere(MAB)program, is a National ScienceFoundation Long-TermEcologicalResearch
(LTER)site, and is managedby The
Nature Conservancy.All three organizations are sponsoringresearchon
the reserve.
The researchprogram at the Virginia Coast Reservefocuses on three
processes: succession, disturbance,
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for the last 20 years (Knowlton
1971).
The LTER research program, begun in 1987 at the Virginia Coast
Reserve, has identified a wide range
of spatial and temporal scales appropriate for the study of succession,
disturbance, and change of system
states. This range is reflected in the
diversity of studies under way at the
reserve (Figure 2). In this article, we
examine the research on the reserve
and propose a general research framework for landscape and ecosystem
dynamics that will help meet the reserve's research needs for the MAB
program.

Human impact and
ecosystemfunctioning
Few places in the middle latitudes are
totally free from a history of human
habitation and landscape change. In
the area that is now the Virginia
Coast Reserve, humanity has had an
impact on landscape and ecosystem
dynamics for more than 300 years. In
1608, 2000 Indians of the Accomac
and Accohannock tribes, which were
part of the Powhatan Confederacy of
mainland Virginia, used the islands
and lagoons of the reserve. By 1700,
all the Indians were gone. They were
lost to the progress of English settlement and to smallpox (Upshure
1900).
English settlers used the barrier islands of the reserve, like many other
coastal islands, as pasture and paddock (Badger and Kellam 1989). In
the 1680s, most of the islands of the
reserve were officially patented by the
king of England as pastures, with
each managed by a minimum of four
herdsmen. The last feral cows were
removed from Hog Island in the early
1980s.
The Virginia Barrier Islands were a
center of the thriving industry of pirateering from 1680 to 1730. Formal
settlements on the islands, especially
Hog Island, began in the late 1700s
(Badger and Kellam 1989). At that
time, the landcover largely reflected
grazing practices. During the 19th
century, lighthouses, life-saving stations, homes, schools, churches,
swank hotels, and elaborate hunt
clubs were added as settlements flourished.
In 1903, the town of Broadwater

Above:Sikadeer,on AssateagueIslandoff the Virginiashore, feed in a marsh.Below:
a newly hatchedternchickon Hog Islandin the VirginiaCoast Reserve.Photos:Terry
Cook.
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Figure1. Theislandsandlagoonsof theVirginiaCoastReserve.
on the south end of Hog Islandwas
two miles behind the beach (Sterling
1903). By 1933, the shoreline had
reachedthe town, and the surfwashed
aroundthe foundationsof the buildings (Life1947). Today,all the landat
the south end of the island has been
reworkedby winds, waves, and tides
and is freefromanthropogenicdisturbance.The site of what was once the
town of Broadwateris now hundreds
of meters offshore (Figure3). With
these changes,the large dunes on the
southern half of the island were
eroded away, the freshwater table
largely disappeared,and the forest
died off. Broadwaterwas abandoned
in the 1930s, and the remainingbuildingsweremovedto the mainlandtown
of Oyster.Today,the southend of the
islandis a sparsegrasslandon a sandy
terracewith a fringingmarsh on the
lagoonside of the island.Evolutionof

the landscapeand its ecosystems is
now little influencedby man.

Coastal-barrierand
ecosystemfunctioning
Barrierislands,like those of the Virginia Coast Reserve,make up 8% of
the shorelineof North America(Dolan et al. 1975). Most of these areas
are along the US Atlantic, Gulf, and
Arcticcoastlines.
The coastal plain of the Delmarva
Peninsulaslopes gently seawardto a
broad submarine continental shelf.
The shore zone, or interfacebetween
the land and sea, has a series of
barrierislands 3 to 20 km offshore.
The islandsare 2 to 14 km long, 1 to
2 km wide, and 1 to 9 m elevation.
Vegetationon the islandsis primarily grassesand shrubs;thereare maritime forests of pine and oak on the

wider, higherislandsand in sheltered
areas (McCaffreyand Dueser 1991).
The lagoons or bays behind the islands are shallow, and many have
large tidal mud flats and marshes.
Tidal range, the differencebetween
high and low tide, is approximately
one meter. Average daily wave
heightsare low, rangingfrom0.5 to 1
m. Winterextratropicalstormsgenerate deep-waterwaves, which are the
principalagentsof landscapechange;
these storms can producedeep-water
waves up to 10 m in height. In addition, storm winds may elevatewater
levels (storm surge) by as much as 2
m. Hurricanes (tropical storms),
which occur less frequently, also
cause majorlandscapechanges,especially near their landfall.
Landwardof the lagoonsor bays is
the mainlandof the DelmarvaPeninsula. The rural terrestrialwatershed
draininginto the VirginiaCoast Reserve lagoons is 2 to 24 km wide.
The barrierislands of the reserve,
like those elsewherealong the Atlantic Coast, are migrating landward
(Fisherand Simpson1979, Kraftet al.
1973). Tree stumps and peats, remnants of island forests and bayshore
marshes,are found on ocean beaches
and are evidence of the landward
movementof the sands that makeup
these islands.
Beachsands washingacrossthe islands during severe storms and inlet
formationare the two main meansof
moving sand from the beacheslandward to the lagoons and thus in the
transgressionof the islandslandward.
Duringseverestorms,the beach zone
and seawarddunesare overtoppedby
high water levels and waves. As this
mass of water spills
sediment-charged
acrossthe beachandflowsoverlandto
the bayshore,a layer of sedimentis
removedfromthe beachand addedto
the island's interior-a process that
transformsthe shape and position of
the islandbut conservesits total sediment mass.Duringstorms,beachand
nearshore sediments are carried
throughthe inletsandintothe lagoons.
Theseinletshoalsmaythenbe invaded
by marshgrassesto formnew marshes.

Succession,disturbance,and
system-statechange
Systemconcepts such as equilibrium,
quasi-equilibrium(steady state), and
BioScienceVol. 41 No. 5
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perturbation have utility only when
the temporal and spatial scales of the
system under study are specified.
Quasi-equilibrium identified at one
space-time scale may not hold at
smaller or larger scales. This scaling
distinction is especially important in
system modeling and field verification.
We view ecosystems as being observationally defined by a set of selected
state variables of the system. This
multivariate set constitutes the observational hyperspace of the ecosystem.
With statistical ordination procedures, the great dimensionality inherent in all ecosystems can be reduced
to a smaller number of composite
variables (Lamb 1984), and the dynamics of the system can be studied.
The time history of an ecosystem in
its reduced hyperspace is schematically illustrated in Figure 4. In this
frame of reference, succession, quasiequilibrium, disturbance, and state
change can be viewed in a Euclidian
fashion.
Our long-term research design capitalizes on links between the temporal
and spatial scales in ecosystem and
landscape dynamics (Figure 2). Spatially, the reserve has a hierarchy of
three levels: the chain of islands and
lagoons, the islands and their lagoon
watersheds, and the landscape elements that compose the islands and
their watersheds. We deal with the
time domain in terms of return intervals. For example, high tide has a
return period of slightly less than 0.5
days, daily thermal maximum has a
return period of one day, and synoptic weather disturbances have a return
period of approximately seven days.
Three regions of a space-time domain
are shown in Figure 2 to classify
studies under way at the reserve. The
lower-left region includes the longterm core-monitoring programs required at all LTER sites.

VIRGINIACOAST RESERVE LTERPROGRAM
10,000FORET MODELS
CORING PROGRAM
PALEOCOLOGY
PALEOCLIMATOLOGY
SEA LEVELCHANGE
CLIMATECHANGE
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STATE CHANGE
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100SUCCESSION
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QUASI-EQUALIBRIA
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Figure 2. Summary of the Virginia Coast Reserve LTER research program in terms of
the spatial and temporal scales of the dominant system processes. Ongoing research
activities are indicated in the diagram. The double-framed box indicates core-area
monitoring requirements for all LTER sites.

and longer-termfloristicchanges,elevations of fresh and saltwatertables,
and biogeochemicalfluxes. All LTER
sites arerequiredto monitorthesefive
variables.
Experimentalstudies are also focusedon quasi-equilibrium
ecosystem
It is as importantto know
processes.
Quasi-equilibrium
how ecosystemsare maintainedas it
Most of our LTER monitoring, obser- is to know why and how they change.
vational and experimental research, In essence, these research activities
and deterministic modeling focus on identifyessentialstatevariablesof the
quasi-equilibrium, or steady-state, system.Thesesamevariablesare used
dynamics. The state variables that in the computer models now being
have been monitored during this cen- developed.We assume that the state
tury include above-ground net pri- variables we are measuring reflect
mary production, below-ground or- quasi-equilibriumconditions at the
ganic carbon accumulation,seasonal decadal time scale and that we can

thus define the contemporary state of
the systems under study. From this
baseline succession, disturbance and
state changes are examined.

System perturbations
Perturbations arising external to the
systems are of three types: periodic,
episodic, and trend. Periodic perturbations in our studies largely are
those with return periods of less than
one year and include the annual, diurnal, and tidal cycles. Much of our
routine monitoring focuses on system-state variables and their variation
on these time scales.
Episodic perturbations often cause
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major changes in system dynamics,
including alterationsin successional
sequences and system-statechanges.
Recenthistoryof the reserveindicates
that episodic perturbationsof three
types are important:severe weather,
speciesextinctions,and alterationsin
land-usepractices.The Ash Wednesday stormof March 1962, the extinction of the sea grassesin the reserve
lagoons in the 1930s, and the initiation and terminationof agricultural
land-usepolicies by The Nature Conservancyareepisodicphenomenathat
have recently led to fundamental
changes in landscapeand ecosystem
pattern,structure,and dynamics.
Most of our emphasisto date has
been on recurringextratropicaland
tropical storms. The two dominant
geophysicaltrendperturbationsbeing
studiedare relativesea-levelrise and
systematic changes in storm frequency. Sea-levelrise and the action
of individual coastal storms are responsiblefor the transgressivenature
of the reservebarrierislands.
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1959

1910

positionsat
Figure3. HogIslandshoreline
varioussurveydatesbetween1852 and
1980. The main street of the town of

on the south end of Hog
Broadwater
Island was located along what was the
positionof the 1942 shoreline.

We have assembled a detailed
recordof hurricanessince 1620. Each
extratropicalstorm since 1885 has
been recorded,and the wave climates
of morethan 1200 stormssince 1942
have been calculated. Erosion rates
associated with these storms, the
depth of flooding of the islands by
oceanic waters, and the sand transport across the islands due to these
storms are being extractedfrom historical aerial photographs. Vegetation cover changes in response to
storm surges for last 50 years are
being tabulatedfrom historicalaerial
photographs.
The Holocene history of the reserve's environments(marshes,tidal
deltas and inlets, and subaerialbeach
deposits) is being reconstructedby
using data from a sediment-coring
program. The results of the coring
programare being relatedto the history of relativesea-levelrise and also
are used in the constructionand evaluation of simulation models of the
islands. Futuresea-levelchanges can

be simulated and predictionsmade.
Besides the currentrelative sea-level
rise along this section of the Atlantic
Coast of 1.5-2 mm/year(Braatzand
Aubrey 1987, NAS 1987), the frequencyof coastal stormshas changed
duringthe last century(Figure5).
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groundwaterto sustaina pine and oak
maritimeforest. Today the forest is
gone, replacedby a sandygrassland.
Succession, disturbance, and system-statechangehave been going on
simultaneouslyon Hog Islandduring
this century.Systemdynamicsat the E 60decade time scale need to be studied
as a whole. A long-termprogramof
40monitoring and experimentationis
O
needed to study these contemporary
On
in
time
scales
processes.
longer
both the past and into the future,
A10
20o
300
400
500
YEARS
modelingand model testing is an essential research tool. Three modelbased studies are under way at the Figure7. Model output statisticsof a
FORETmodelfor the EasternShorefor
VirginiaCoast Reserve.
the endof the lastIceAge (18,000years
was reachedafago).Modelequilibrium
FORETmodel applications
ter approximately
300 years,as a white
borealforest.Biomassis
After the last Ice Age (18,000 years pine-dominated
givenin tonsperhectareforeachspecies.
level
was
than
100
m
sea
more
ago),
lower thantoday, and the shorelinein
the regionof the reservewas approx- fromMoran (1972). Summertemperimately100 km seawardof its current atures were approximately 10? C
position. Peat depositsfound by scal- coolerthan they are today, but winter
lop fishermenat this distanceoffshore temperatures were similar. These
contain freshwater sphagnum peat moderate winter temperaturesprewith a decidedlyboreal forest pollen cludedthe existenceof permafroston
the reserve. Periglacialprecipitation
assemblage(Emeryet al. 1967).
At some point since the last Ice was estimatedto be the same as toAge, there was a system-statechange day, except averagerainfallwas less
at the biome level. We have estimated due to the lack of tropicalstormsand
the periglacialclimaticconditionsfor hurricanes(Wendland1977). Because
the Virginiacoastal area for 18,000 the fronts and frontal storms now
years ago and used these climatices- experienced in the fall through the
timates to drive a boreal forest springwould also have been present
FORETmodel (Bonan 1988, Bonan in summerdue to the cold, glaciated
and Hayden 1990, in press). The high latitudes, modern Octobermodel forestsproceedthrougha suc- through-Aprilcloudinessvalues were
cessionalperiod (Figure7) to a quasi- used for all months of the year.
equilibriumcondition after approxi- Monthly total radiation was not
mately 300 years. Quasi-equilibrium adjustedto account for orbitalvariamodel forest output statistics were tions but was adjusted for cloudier
then verifiedagainstthe pollen assem- summertimeconditions. Given these
blage in the freshwaterpeats found climate contitions and a pool of boon the continentalshelf off the Vir- real and transition-foresttree species,
Bonan'sFORETmodel was run with
ginia coast.
Mean monthlyair temperaturesfor 50- and 200-year fire-disturbancerethe area 18,000 years ago were taken turn intervalsfor 500 model years.
The FORETmodel borealforestof
18,000 years ago for the Virginia
coastalplainwas dominatedby white
pine (Figure7). Red spruce, balsam
--Ocean
Lagoon Jfir, jack pine, and yellow birch were
subdominants.
Percent composition
\
r^\-O
at the genus level (pine, spruce, fir,
and birch)for the modeland the fossil
peat pollen observationsare excellent
of the northend of Hog Islandindicatesthe locationof the matches with no more than a 5%
Figure6. Cross-section
shorelineat eightdatesbetween1871 and 1989. Currentvegetationis schematicallydeviation. The notion of a white
indicated.
pine-dominated boreal forest is sur(1899) are similarto those of the past
90 years on the north end of Hog
Island.The northend of Hog Islandis
accretingseawardat more than 5 m/
year. New dunes and interdunal
ponds developas the shorelinemoves
seaward.Throughdetailedanalysisof
historicalaerialphotographsand survey charts,a time-spacecross-section
of the island has been constructed
(Figure6). The oldest terrainon the
north end of the island dates to the
1870s. Since 1871, the shorelinehas
moved seaward almost a kilometer.
The pace and directionof succession
are documentedfor this system.
The south end of Hog Island is
erodingat more than 5 m/year.Spartina and Anmophila grasslands are
buried, and the succession sequence
common at the north end of the island is terminated.The grassesbegin
encroachingseawardafterthe storms,
The frequencyof storms is such that
successionrarely progressespast the
stages of grassy or shrub-and-grass
sandterrace.In this case, a seralstage
is maintainedby stormsand sediment
redistribution.
In the secondhalf of the 1800s, the
south end of Hog Island was accreting seaward, much as on the north
end of the island today. Substantial
dunesand forestsexistedon the south
end of the island at that time. Before
the turn of the century,the north end
of the islandwas but a narrowstrand
of beach with a grassy sand terrace
and a fringingmarsh on the lagoon
side. It was erodingrapidly,much as
the south end of the island is today.
Apparently,around 1900 the state of
the systemchangedin a fundamental
way. The directionand relativestability of successional sequences at the
two ends of the island was reversed.
We view this transitionas a systemstate change. The south end of the
island had considerablehigh ground,
with a sufficient resource of fresh
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prising, because white pine is not a
dominantin modernborealforests.
As a furthercheck on the model,
Bonanadjustedthe periglacialclimate
conditions by using typical atmospheric lapse rates (temperature
change with altitude)for an altitude
of 1000 m to simulateperiglacialtemperaturesin the Blue Ridge Mountains to the west. The quasi-equilibriummodel output forest for this run
was a more typicalspruce,jack pine,
and birch boreal forest with little
white pine. The colder climate at
1000 m altitude in the Blue Ridge
Mountainswas sufficientto generate
a more typical boreal forest.
The FORETmodel results suggest
that the Virginiacoastal plain boreal
forest of 18,000 years ago was of a
substantially different composition
comparedwith modernhigh-latitude
borealforests.FORETmodelsfor the
currentpine-oak maritimeforests of
the reserveare underdevelopment,so
historical and projected climate

.b

3.0

1.5

19

changes can be assessed in terms of
contemporarybarrierisland forests.
Effortsto model the change of state
fromborealto pine-oakmaritimeforest remainas futurework.

Island,lagoon, and mainland
marshdynamics
The lagoons of the reserveare open
waters containing marshes of three
types: mainland-fringing marshes,
barrierisland-fringingmarshes,and
marsh islands. Between 15,000 and
8000 years ago, relativesea-levelrise
was approximately 8.4 mm/year,
largelyresultingfrom the melting of
the polar ice caps (NAS 1987, Ray et
al. in press).Littleis known about the
status of the lagoons or even if they
existed at this early date.
Between6000 and 2000 yearsago,
the relativerate of sea-levelrise was
approximately3 mm/year resulting
from land subsidence and eustatic
sea-level rise, and the lagoons were

4.2

..e 0......E.L

open-water environments with little
evidence of marsh islands (Harrison
et al. 1965). After 1200 AD, land
subsidence slowed, sea-level rise declined to a low rate of 1.3 mm/year,
and marsh islands flourished from
Assateague Island southward to the
entrance of the Chesapeake Bay (Harrison et al. 1965). Since then, the rate
of sea level rise has increased slightly
to approximately 2 mm/year and
marsh area has diminished.
Marsh islands generally lack a
ready supply of inorganic sediment,
so their upward growth rate resulting
from deposition of organic litter is
approximately 1.5 mm/year (NAS
1987). For the reserve, there is now
an annual net loss of marshes as they
are being converted to mud flats and
open waters. Analysis of survey maps
shows there has been a 16% loss of
marsh in the lagoons between 1852
and 1968, most of which involved
island-marsh loss (Knowlton 1971).
In contrast, the barrier fringing
marshes of the seaward side of the
lagoon, where sands are transported
from ocean side beaches by overwash
across the island, easily keep up with
current relative sea-level rise. Estimates for their upward growth rates
are 4.2 mm/year (NAS 1987). Where
beach sands are not washed across
the island, the marsh-lagoon shoreline is eroding at 0.3 m/year.
The dynamics of the lagoons and
marshes of the reserve must be studied on recent, historical, and paleoecological time scales. Although the
rate of relative sea-level rise has
slowed in recent decades (Hicks and
Hickman 1988), there remain concerns about an accelerated sea-level
rise that may result from greenhouse
warming. Given such concerns, it is
useful to extend lagoon-marsh research findings to conditions in a
warming world. Figure 8 illustrates
our estimates of lagoon-marsh landscape status for current conditions
and for two rates of accelerated sealevel rise (3 mm/year and 12 mm/
year). Under both scenarios, marsh
islands would be lost at an accelerated rate, but losses of fringing
marshes would be increased only for
the higher rate of rise. Our research
suggests that the reserve would
change under the conditions of a
greenhouse-warmed Earth, but that

Figure8. Barrierisland,marsh,and lagoon dynamicsunder(a) the currentrate of rise
of sea level (2 mm/year),(b) a 3 mm/yearsea-levelrise, and (c) a 12 mm/yearsea-level
rise.Theverticalarrowsoverthe lagoonandfringingmarshesindicatethe upwardrates
of rise of the marshsurfacedue to organicand inorganicdeposition.The horizontal
arrowsindicatethe ratesof westwardtransgressionof the barrierislandin millimeters
the changesexpectedare not without
per year for each sea-level-risescenario.
BioScience Vol. 41 No. 5
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historical precedent there (Harrison
et al. 1965, Ray et al. 1991).
Aerial photographic monitoring of
marshes of the reserve is under way.
Every three to six years, aerial photographs are taken and used to update
marsh shoreline erosion statistics.
Through such research monitoring,
reserve managers can place landscape
changes in proper perspective. Studies
of marsh productivity, biogeochemistry, and upward and inland growth
rates are also in progress.
In the contemporary record, two
marsh system-state transitions have

GROUNDWATERSALINITY

been identified. The first is a change
from forest and agricultural land to
salt marsh. One of the islands, Mockhorn Island, along the western margin
of the lagoon was farmed until the
early 1930s. It is now a salt marsh.
With the current relative rise of sea
level in the area, periodic flooding due
to astronomical and wind tides is
expected to become progressively
more common, and agriculture or
forest maintainence will become impossible on other islands along the
western margin of the lagoon and on
the necks of the mainland extending
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Figure 10. Schematicof the output of the model ISLAND at 30 years after the
extinctionof the dune grasses.New island topography(top; shadedarea is sand and
striped area is ocean and bay), groundwatersalinity (middle), and abundanceof
vegetationcover (bottom)are shown. The island in this model is 2 km wide.

out into the lagoon, which are now
primarilyforestedor used for agriculture. The second marsh state transition also is due to the rise in sea level.
In some areas of the lagoon, this rise
exceeds the rate at which the marsh
islands grow upward, so the salt
marshbecomesa tidal mud flat.

Contemporary
island dynamics
The barrierislands of the reserveare
sand islands whose height above sea
level dependson the heightof highest
storm surges and on the redistribution of sand by the winds to form
dunes.Vegetativecoveris closelycoupled to elevation, local topography,
and water-tablesalinity.The presence
or absenceof saline groundwater,the
depth to fresh groundwater,and the
distributionof aeolian sea salts and
overwash marine waters are all controlled by sand elevations.
To understanda barrierislandecosystem, it is essentialto have a clear
understanding of the sedimentary
budget of the island. To this end, an
extensive monitoring program using
historicaland metricaerialphotography is proceeding,and a stochastic/
deterministicmodel (ISLAND)of island geomorphology,hydrology,and
ecology has been constructed(Rastetter in press).
Historicalphotographsof the barrierislandsof the reserveare available
at five- to ten-yearintervalsfrom the
early 1940s to the present.Fromthis
metric photography, we have measured the position of the high-water
shorelineand the line separatingactive, mobile shore-zone sands and
vegetation-stabilizedsands. The rates
of changeand the standarddeviations
of these two lines are now known at
50-meter intervals along the 100kilometer shoreline of the reserve
(Figure9). Mean erosionratesfor the
entire reserve are approximately
6 m/year.Localerosion ratesas great
as 12 m/year are common. In erosional areas, the active sand zone is
encroaching landward at similar
rates. Island grassland communities
are buried as sands are transported
inland duringstorms.
In a world warmed by greenhouse
gases and having a 50% increasein
rate of sea-levelrise (3 mm/year),we
estimate from our analysis of marsh
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dynamics that the average erosion
rate for the reservewill be 9 m/year.
Shouldthe relativesea-levelrisebe 12
mm/year, an average shoreline erosion of 13 m/yearis expected (Figure
8).
The predictions of the ISLAND
model now underdevelopmentare in
part driven by the rate at which sea
level rises. By using these rates in the
model ISLAND, we will generate a
new morphologyof the island and a
groundwatertable surface. By using
elevations and depth to fresh water,
we then estimatethe vegetationcovers using empiricallyderivedvegetation transition probabilities in a
Markov model (Rastetterin press).
These same vegetation transition
probabilities have been correlated
with the historical record of disturbancefrequencydue to severestorms.
The model can thus be used for both
near-termdisturbancestudiesand for
long-termtrend studies.
Figure 10 shows the results of an
ISLANDmodel simulationof ecosystem changes30 yearsafterthe extinction of dune grasses.Becausesystematic data from aerial photographsis
availablefor the past 40 years, it will
be possible to test our simulation
models againstthese data.
Such simulationmodels should be
useful to reserveresearchmanagers.
For example, severalspecies of nesting birds need the open, active sand
zone just inland from the beach and
seaward of the zone of vegetationstabilized sand. The areal extent of
this environmentis a criticalvariable
in the maintenanceof breedingpopulations. The existence and width of
the zone of suitable habitat depends
on the frequencyand magnitudeof
winterstormsand the rateof sea-level
rise. Model output statistics from
ISLANDwill be useful in developing
stochasticestimatesof suitablecolony
habitat extent under various scenarios of environmentalchange.

Researchand conservation
A central tenet of the biospherereserveconceptis the requirementfor
ongoing,long-termresearch.The Nature Conservancybegan its stewardship of the Virginia Coast Reserve
with an extensive inventoryresearch

programand has maintaineda selec- Cowles,H. C. 1899. Theecologicalrelationsof
the vegetation of the sand dunes of Lake
tive monitoring and research proMichigan.Bot. Gaz. 27: 95-117, 167-202,
gram.The LTERresearchprogramat
281-308, 361-391.
the reserveis drivennot by the needs Dolan, R., B. P. Hayden,and S. May. 1983.
of conservationagencies but by the
Erosion of United States shorelines.Pages
285-299 in Handbookof CoastalProcesses
need to resolve fundamental quesand
Erosion.CRC Press,Boca Raton,FL.
tions about the origin, maintainence,
R. D., H. Lins, and B. Hayden. 1988.
and change of pattern and structure Dolan,
Mid-Atlanticcoastalstorms.J. CoastalRes.
in ecosystems.Althoughits goals are
4: 417-433.
different, LTER research can still Emery,K. O., R. L. Wigley,A. S. Bartlett,M.
Rubin,and E. S. Barghoorn.1967. Freshwaserve the cause of conservation by
terpeaton the continentalshelf.Science158:
of
the
ecosysproviding knowledge
1301-1307.
tem's dynamics.
Fisher,J. J., andE.J. Simpson.1979. Washover
Reserve managersare aware that
andtidalsedimentationratesas environmental factorsin developmentof a transgressive
successionand disturbanceare fundaPages 22-34 in S. P.
mental,essentialecosystemprocesses. barrier shoreline.
Islands. Academic
Barrier
ed.
Leatherman,
Seralsuccessionstagesare recognized
Press,New York.
as ephemeral. Disturbance regimes Harrison,W., R. J. Malloy,G. A. Rusnak,and
such as fire and windfalls are now
J. Terasmar.1965. Possiblelate Pleistocene
viewed as constructive rather than
upliftChesapeakeBayentrance.J. Geol. 73:
destructiveand as system-maintain- 201-229.
S. D., and L. E. Hickman.1988. United
ing rather than system-destabilizing. Hicks,
States sea level variation through 1986.
The notion that state changesare also
Shoreand BeachJuly:3-7.
valuable, when entire systems are Knowlton,S. M. 1971. Geomorphologicalhisconsidered,is not yet an entrenched tory of tidal marshes,EasternShore, Virginia, from 1852-1966. Masters dissertanotion. However, should the preof Virginia,Charlottesville.
dicted global environmentalchanges tion, University
Kraft,J. C., R. Biggs, and S. Halsey. 1973.
be realized,system-statechangesmay
Morphology and vertical sedimentarysebecome the most importantdynamic quence models in Holocene transgressive
barriersystem.Pages321-354 in D. Coats,
for resourcemanagers.
State Univered. Coastal
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